OAKLAND BOOK FESTIVAL

SUNDAY, MAY 31, 2015
OAKLAND CITY HALL
11AM–6PM | FREE

INCLUDING
ELAINE BROWN
ASTRA TAYLOR on
RADICAL LIVES/RADICAL CITIES
INTERVIEWS WITH
MARY ROACH
EDWIDGE DANTICAT
TRACY K. SMITH
BEN FONG-TORRES
PAUL BEATTY • VANESSA HUA • HÉCTOR TOBAR on
THE FUTURE OF AMERICAN LITERATURE
LANCE FREEMAN
MALO ANDRÉ HUTSON
DASHKA SLATER &
GORDON YOUNG on
GENTRIFICATION

HAROLD MAYBERRY on
FAITH & SOCIAL JUSTICE

THE PHILOSOPHICAL LIFE

SIMON CRITCHLEY
MARK GREIF • FRANK B. WILDERSON • JUSTIN DESMANGLES

VIKRAM CHANDRA • LEO HOLLIS
GARY KAMIYA on CITIES

LUCILLE LANG DAY
JUDY JUANITA • RUBEN LLAMAS • GENNY LIM
CLAIRE ORTALDA &
FLOYD SALAS

OAKLAND OUT LOUD

& MANY MORE

CHILDREN’S AREA: FAIRYLAND • MOCHA • OPL

PERFORMANCES: Hip Hop for Change • Critchley & Simmons • Oakland Youth Chorus

PARTNERS

oaklandbookfestival.org